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'In the game'

Late-Knight fix
Students party it up at
UCF's Friday-night
alternative -SEI: NEWS,A2

Students and fans hit up local bar ~
to play NCAA Football 10 -sEESPORTS,As
CRIME

TEEN TORCHES
CAR HE
,_,

(;

,,.

Most drivers who don't like their car
either trade it in or sell it. Police on
New York's Long Island say a
teenager set his BMW on· fire"simply
because he hated the car." Police say
a surveillance camera recorded the
teen torching the 1992 BMW on July
10, which had been parked 21/2
feet from his apartment He is
charged with arson and recldess
endangerment.

. CRIME

BOT to:vote on cuts Thursday
al sciences will be recommended for suspension
· due to the inability to hire
sciences in the College of . the faculty and retain the
Health and Public Affairs, faculty to offer the proengineering technology in gram.
the College ofEngineering
The cuts would affect
and · Computer Science 37 employees and about
and management infonna-- 1,025.students.
tion systems in the College
At the July 13 meeting,
of Business Administra- Hiclcey said future budget
tion.
cuts may reduce UCF's
Provost Terry Hickey budget' by 40 percent,
said statistics will not be which could result in
recommended for dele- additional program clotion "for now," but actuari- sures.

-Board n1ay axe four degree prograins
Heston of UCF News &
Information.
.
The final vote will take
place at 1 p.m. in the Live
Oak Ballroom. Heston
said the meeting is open to
the public, but not open
for commentary.
The vote will decide
the fate of cardiopul-'
monary sciences in tlie
College of Health and
Public Affairs, radiologic

KARI WILBERG
& ARIANA VIVES
Contributing Writers

The Board of Trustees
will meet Thursday to
vote on whether or not to
move forward with the
program eliminations and
suspension that were recommended by the Educational Programs Committee on July 13, said Grant

~ .· >
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FOR MORE NEWS
Visit UCFNews.com for updates on
Thursday's meeting and student
and faculty reactions to the BOTs
final decision.
NEXT ISSUE
,
Check out program profiles on
cardiopulmonal)' sciences,
statistics and engineering
t~hnology in Thursday's issue.

LEGAL ISSUES
FOR [EMONADE
Seven suburban Philadelphia
children had a brush with the law for
selling without a permit - selling
lemonade,.that is. But police say it
was all a misunderstanding.A
neighbor called police because he
didn't think they were being
properly supervised.A responding
officer told the kids they were
violating an ordinance that bans
sales without a permit.The officer
didn't know the law doesn't apply to

anyone under16-years-olg,
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Breaking
news on
yourcell
tet UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2
,ti

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS TO
PRESENT RESEARCH

.

PHOTOS BY ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTilAL F~ORIDA FUTURE

,Faculty _and staff protest at the rally in·tront of the Student Union on July 13 before the Educational Programs Committee voted to recommend the deletion of four programs.

Hear several students present their
research from the life sciences,
engineering, humanities and the
social sciences Monday from 3:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the N_ike
Programming Center.

·

In part one ofthe Futures program
profile series, we focus on management
information systems, radiologic sciences
and actuarialsciences.
- SEE NEWS, A4 & AS ·

LOCAL & STATE, A2

ANIMALS DO THEIR
PARTTO KEEP MIAMI
METROZOO GREEN
,~

The excrements of the animals at
the Miami Metrozoo are being
recycled every day to help save
landfill space.The zoo is using the
feces ·as a fertilizer and even to
decorate the zoo grounds.
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FLORIDA MAN
RECOVERING FROM
ALLIGATOR BITE
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.UCF does research

Pageant promotes Earth

atDisney·

lJCF student to
represent Florida

JESSICA CAMPBELL

AWest Palm Beach man,who lost
two fingers when an alligator bit
his hand, is recovering irtthe
hospital. He lost his two fingers
Saturday morning while trying to
save his dog from the Hooter.

•

•

Contributing Writer

UCF has teamed up with
The Nature Conservancy to
conduct
' collaborative
research monitoring the
carbon storage in natural
vegetation at the 'Disney
Wilderness Preserve.
Th~ Pisney Wilderness
· Preserve is· a 12,000-acre
conservation area located
near Kissimmee.
The land consists of
mostly flatwoods with scattered wetlands and some
higher, dryer habitats, said
Doria Gordon, director of
conse;rvation science for
The Nature Conservancy in
Florida..
The Nature Conservancy is an international nonprofit conservation organization with a mission to
protect biodiversity. The

..
The Nature Conservancy is the leading
conservation organization working
around the world to protect ecologically
important lands and waters for nature
and people.
• They've protected more than 119
million acres of land and 5,000 miles of
rivers worldwide and operate more
than 100 marine conservation projects
globally.
·
• Have morethan 1 million members.
• Work in all 50 states and more than 30
countries.
• Address threats to c:;onservation
involving climate change,fire, fresh
water,forests, invasive spedes,and
marine ecosystems.
- WWW.NATURE.ORG

research
agreement
between The Nature Conservancy and UCF will
PLEASE SEE

PARTNERSHIP ON A3

JERRIANN SULLIVAN
Contributing Writer

'Say the word "beauty
pageant" and most people
recall watching young
women parade across a
stage in evening gowns
and colorful swimsuits, all
in the name of world
peace.
While the purpose of
most pageants is to focus
on talent, looks and personality, the United States
Earth Pageants is taking a
different route by promoting environmental conservation.
Their
slogan
is
"beauties for a cause."
"It's not just a beauty
pageant; Everyone is really
dedicated to their community," said Jolie Schamber,
sophomore and law stud-

,

COURTESY JOLIE SCHAMBER

Jolie Schamber, a sophomore law studies major, stands with a group of kids at a·
speech during vacation Bible school on July 2. The pageant begins on July 19.

iesmajor.
Schamber began competing in beauty pageants·
when she was 14.
She is representing
Florida in the 2009 United
States Earth pageant from
July 19 - 22, in southern
Nevada's Primm Valley.
Schamber is competing
1.1

for the title of Miss Teen
'Earth
United
States
against 60 other contestants.
The competition consists of multiple interviews, a fashion show, a
tree-planting ceremony at
PLEASE SEE

.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Students to present research

'

Hear several students
present their research from
,the life sciences, engineering, humanities and the
social science~ Monday
' from 3:30 p.m. ·to 5 p.m. in
the Nike Programming
Center.
Contact
Kimberly
Schneider at 407-823-3125
for more information.

,.
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The Student Newspaper at busince 1968

July 20, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 62 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Florida Future is the iode~dent studentwritten newspaper at the Univeisitybfc.entral Florida.
Opinions In the Furure are those tf the Individual
columnist and nOt necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Unr;ersity administration. All CQntent Is property
of the Central Florida Futureand may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without permission from the publisher.

' Learn about antioxidants
On Tuesday from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m._in the Wellness Center Classroom of
the Recreation & Wellness
Center, Meghan Murphy
Van Camp, a licensed and
registered dietician and .
nurse, will teach students
about antioxidants and why
they are important for their
diets.
For more information
contact Health Services at
407-823-5841 for more information.
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Late Knights events give UCF students
a late-night, aJcohol-free alternative

was held at Lake Ciaire from 9 p.m.

to 2 a.m. An estimated 1,500 stu'dents came out to relax and enjoy
their Friday night.
Late Knights was created to pro.vide students with a fun way to
spend an evening without drinking
and that still remains its primary
purpose now. The event carried
overtones of cleanliness. The PJ
even voiced-over the chorus to a·
Snoop Dogg song, changing "gin
and juice" to "apple juice."
Late Knights is entering its sixth
year as a regular activity. In 2003,
SGA began putting on one of the
events each month .during the academic year. Two · ye~s ago, Late
Knights added an extra night during
July for Summer B students.
Although Late Knights is marketed toward all UCF students, its
main audience is freshmen.
All freshmen attending got a
head start on racking up LINK Loot
for the fall semester. Swiping their
ID card gave them 500 points
toward items in December's auc-

Valisha Vaseel, a sophomore nursing major,
rushes pa.st Phillip Collins, a sophomore
mechanical engineering major, on a Segway
scooter at Late Knights event Friday.Students
could ride the Segways down the strip.

tion.
Friday's event included some

inevitable problem, Zavada said. ·
"We know that there.are certain
thit;lgs that are a lot more popular,"
she said. "Essentially, students have
to decide what they do and don't
want to do. They're going to be long,
but that's all part of our event."
-. Other students were concerned
with parking.
. The Lake Claire parking lot filled
up quickly and the Lake Claire
apartment lots were blocked off,
which forced some students to park
in-Garage D.
The garage tickets any cars
parked inside after midnight, so
some students vviere £orced to leave

new entertainment. Students had during the middle of the event.
the opportunity to ride on·two new
Each Late Knights event costs
Segway i2 scooters, climb an inflat- about $15,000 to put on, and enterable rock wall and team up to play tains between 1,500 and 2,000 stufive-on-five human foosball.
dents.
Plenty of souvenirs were availSome of this money comes from
able from the night to students. the university as payment for being
There were stations set up where an alcohol-alternative event.
students could get custom pillowThe ·rest, including the money
cases, shutter shades and metal for food, is provided by SGA The
road signs made for them.
costs are divided into entertainAlthough students enjoyed the ment, food, advertising and promoevent, there were a number of com- tional materials, with entertainment
mon criticisms.
and food being the two largest cateThe greatest among these were gories.
the lines.
The program's budget for the
The three craft stations each had year is a little more than $150,000.
lines I)J.ore than 60 people long for With the recent controversies over
most of the night and some of the funding and budget cuts, some stuother attractions were not that far dents were concerned over how
behind.
much is spent on Late Knights.
'We shouldn't have to wait this
"Late Knights is great, but
long for one thing,'' said Zack l\4oye, $15,000 sounds a bit pricey, especiala senior micro and molecular bj,olo- ly for having to wait so long for
gy m~jor. "They could have plal!).ned · everything and having them run out
this much better." ·
·
of crafts," said Denise Taylor, a
But lines have always been an freshman music education major.

LOCAL WEATHER
Today

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Scattered showers and

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 74°

SCATTERED thunderstorms. Winds SSW at 5 to
T-STORMS 10 mph.Chance ofrain 40percent.
High:84°

low:72°

Sweeteners & Metabolism

'

,q.

VarlefJ"CFF@gmailcom

· Students got a safe taste of the
'90s on Friday at SGA's :first Late
Knight~ event of the year.
"Instead of going out to a party
or a bar, students can come here,"
said Kacie Zavada, the student
director of Late E:nights. "It's a safe
environment - no alcohol - so
they don't feel pressured. They can
just have fun staying around campus and hanging out with other students."
The alcohol-alternative event

LOC::AL ON A4

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewer x215
Sports.CFF@gmail((Jm

Kit Whitton, a freshman history major, preps a pair of shutter shades for a
run through a spin art machine for custqm coloring at Late Knights Friday.

Contributing Writer

, Animals do their part to keep
the Miami Metrozoo green

WEST PALM BEACH
_ - A West Palm Beach man
' who lost two fingers when
an alligator bit his hand is
recovering in a hospital.
The Florida Fish and
Wildlife
Conservation
Commission said 66-yearold pavid Grounds was
attacked Saturday morning
' while trying to save his dog.
Grounds had let his dog
out unleashed in his waterfront backyard when he saw
the gator grab his dog. The
alligator then bit Grounds
on the hand. A trapper
rem~ved the 7-footer, which
will be euthanized.

1

JUSTIN SANAK

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

West Palm Beach man recov:ering from alligator bite

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

I

LOCAL
&STATE

MIAMI - The animals
' at Miami's Metrozoo are
1
doing · their part to help
•
reduce the park's ecological
footprint.
The excrements of elephants, giraffes, rhinos and
other herbivores are being
recycled every ru:ty to save ·
landfill space. The feces is
used as a fertilizer and even
to decorate the zoo
• grounds.
The project began last
year in an effort to become
more eco-friendly and has
saved the park over $20,000.
The five elephants at
the zoo produce 1,400
pounds of poop per day.
Nine rhinoceroses deposit
750 pounds daily. And five
giraffes discharge about
500 pounds of dung.
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,. Sh~elle Gabriel and
Mike McGee will be performing
their
poetry
Wednesday from 7 p.µi. to
10 p.m. in the Key West Ball' room of the Student Union.
There will also be free
' food and live music.
For more information
contact Jerry Estrada at407I
823-3294.

f

Online News Editor
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Wednesday

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
showers and a few thunder- ,
storms. Chance of rain 40percent.

High: ss0

High: s1°

SCATTERED STORMS low: 75° ·
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The entrance to the Disney Wilderness Preserve, above, greets visitors, welcoming them to a vast area of plants, animals
and other natural beings. Purple passionflow!!r is one of the many plants that grow at the Preserve.

•

•

Partnership
explores
.how carbon is·stored
FROM

•
...

•

Al

allow students to come to
the preserve and use it as a
natural laboratory to
research Florida's natural
systems and how to manage them to protect the
plants and animals, Gordon said.
·

Obama and the environment
How~Otaamit~HonhN~!Mmo,f~
~~
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we're about to start, which
is very exciting, is to quantify the amount of carbon
that is stored in Florida's
native flatwoods," Gordon
said.
UCF conservation biology faculty and graduate
students working on their
thesis projects will be setting up a monitoring system within the next month
_to eventually understand
the dynamics of carbon
storage in natural vegeta,tion communities, said
biology professor Charles
Ross Hinkle, who is also
the
chair
of
the
department of biology.
· "The goal is to under. stand how carbon is stored
in natural vegetation and
to what extent these natural systems remove carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere," Hinkle said.
Flatwoods is a community type in Florida.
Gordon described it as
longleafpine savanna with
a very diverse ground
cover. One natural process
characteristic of flatwoods
is that it burns every 2 to 5
years, giving it the open,
prairie look.
"A micrometeorological tower system with a
carbon dioxide monitoring sensor will be_used to
evaluate changes in atmospheric
concentrations,
which can be related to
changing environmental
conditions and land-use
management practices at
the site," Hinkle said.
The tower will be
about 6 to"10 feet above the
average tree height in the
middle of a large flatwoods area
The sensors that test
. pnysiological measurements will be powered by
solar cells.
They will measure·
such weather variables
such ' as rainfall, wind
speed, solar radiation and
chemicals in the air.
Carbon is the chemical
that is of most interest;
Gordon said.
"Plants naturally take
up carbon during the day;
through the process of
photosynthesis," Gordon
. ?aid. ''.At night thel respire

-,,..-
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and release carbon back
into the air. We will be able
to see the day and night
q ~ c s of carbon in the
air and will be able to calculate how much carboh is
stored in the vegetation
and soil.''
Hinkle said it is important to understand how
conservation areas contribute to carbon uptake
and their role in. reducing
the' effects of rising carbon
dioxide concentrations in
the atmosphere, which
affects global climate
change.
Hinkle said carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere
is one of the causes of
global warming.
He said these natural
systems are important in
helping to reduce the
amount of carbon dioxide
in the air.
'
"We can help the state ·
calculate what capacity
the natural systems can
store carbon,'' Gordon
said
Gordon said areas that
have long been unburned
store a lot of carbon. If a
wildfire occurs, a large
amount of carbon is
released into- the atmosphere quickly and cannot
be recaptured rapidly
because plants cannot
regrow fast enough to
retake up the carbon they
expeP,ed;
.
This is a fire hazard.
Wild fires are caused by
accidents, lightning or
arson.
"There hasn't been that
many measurements that
actually quantify how
much carbon is naturally
lost from the natural systems when you begin a
prescribed fire and -how
quickly that carbon is
restored by the vegeta-

tion,'' Gordon said.
Gordon said when
there is a prescribed fire in
a fire-managed nat ural
system, it regrows rapidly
after the burn and it recaptures carbon quickly.
"What we think will
happen in an area like the
Disney Wilderness Preserve is if fire is managed
on a frequent basis, carbon
will be sequestered after a
fire; It will. recapture the
net loss of carbon,'' Gordon said. ''.A prescribed
fire - one that is started
manually every 2 to 3 years
to manage the natural systems - doesn't release as
much carbon into the air
and it is ' reabsorbed very
rapidly."
Gordon said that prescribed fires can have a
positive impact on the
Earth's atmosphere.
"This is a benefit
because of with the global
climate changes and the
impact of carbon in the
atmosphere we need to
understand the fiatural
dynamics of carbon so we
can use our natural systems to help mitigate the
impact," Gordon said.
Data will .b e collected
for more than a year and
then analyzed to develop a
model of natural· carbon
dynamics, Hinkle said.
The partnership with
The Nature Conservatory
extends beyond the carbon study into a partnership with UCF's Environmental Initiative, · said
Alaina Bernard, assistant
director of the Environmental Initiative and
Arboretum.
"We support each
other on pres~ribed burns
and invasive species management, on both proper- •
ties:' Bernard said. •
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·student: ·Program Cuts a ·s wing and a ~S
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF
Staff Writer

Stephanie Khouri said
she made UGF her first
choice of schools because
of the campus, the opportunities in the Orlando area
and a program that suited
her aptitude for technology
and business.
"When I found it, I was
ecstatic," Khouri said.
Now a senior in the
management information
systems program, Khouri
will be one of UCF's last
MIS graduates, pending the
Board of Trustees' decision
to cut the program.
"I was astonished,"
Khouri said when she first
heard the program was proposed for deletion. "It bothered me a lot."
She said the next thing
that came to mind was finding a solution.
"I really wish they would
have given us a heads up,"
Khouri said. ·
Since many of her classmates were away or at work
for the summer - herself
taking part in a college work
experience program with
Lockheed Martin - the
prospect of combating the
proposal seemed strained.
"It's hard to rally during
the summer," Khouri said.
Since the announcement
of the proposed program
cuts in June, student efforts
to maintain MIS have been
underway. .
Saveucfmis.com is a
Web site that encourages
visitors to take part and
contact the BOT, as well as
sign the online petition.
Information about the
program cuts and the status
of the MIS department are
also available through a
Facebook group called Save
the UCF MIS Department,
as well as the Twitter
account SaveUCFMIS.
At the July 13 Board of
Trustees Educational Programs Committee meeting,
the MIS department handed out a packet of organized
information to accompany
their presentation to the
committee.
Including charts, graphs
and data from a study of
MIS programs around the
world, as well as a selection
of alumni testimonials, the
packet of information put
together in order to support
their argument totaled 30
pages.
The packet detailed the
department's stance that
the program meets the
expectations set by the
administration.
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Shelly Park of management information systems protests at the program cut rally on July 13. The UCF MIS program was ranked one of the top prodµcers of rMearch by the University ofTexas at San Antonio.

The presentation included data from the department's own survey that
indicated that MIS graduates were meeting the State
University System Strategic
Plan's expectations for
"high-wage/high-demand''
jobs.
Robert
Pennington,
director of the Center for
Economics Education in
the department of economics, said he examined the

information about the program and couldn't conclude
why MIS should be cut.
"The more that I looked
at the data, the more [cutting the program] doesn't
seem to make any sense,"
Pennington said.
The MIS department's
research endeavors are
cited as one of the reasons
the program is invaluable
by its supporters, but it also
may have contributed to

why it became one of the
programs proposed for
elimination.
William Leigh, a professor in the MIS program
said research accounts for
about half of what the
department does.
The annual assignment
of duties determines the
amount of time and
resources committed to the
research given -to each faculty member by the admin-

istration.
The presentation given
by the MIS department also
included a study conducted
by the University of Texas
at San Antonio.
The study ranks UCF as
one of the top -producers of
research published in the
top information systems
journals.
Regardless of how well
the faculty members are
measured
for
their

research, Leigh and Pennington said the administration cited cost-per-credit-hour when evalu ating
MIS for program cuts.
Leigh said that because
of the amount of time each
faculty member is assigned
to spend on research, sometimes more than they are
assigned to spend in the
classroom, this raises the
cost-per:-credit-hour of the
faculty.
41)
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Radiologic sciences a rare.degree pro,vam -.
ASHLEY CARNIFAX

required.
"The main advantage
[of the bachelor's proDespite being the only gram] is that we can actualprogram in the state offer- ly progress in our profesing a bachelor's degree in sion," said Dee Ann
radiologic sciences, UCF's Vanlandingham, the assisprogram is one of four tant education coordinator
undergraduate majors in for radiological technology
danger of being eliminated education
at
Halifax
during Thursday's Board Health in Daytona Beach
of Trustees meeting.
"To go into management or
According to the Joint education, you have to
Review Committee on have a bachelor's degree."
Education in Radiologic
Without UCF's proTechnology, the accredita~ gram, many radiologic scition board for radiology ences students who ·aspire
·education programs, there to become educators or
are only 34 colleges in the managers will be forced to
• United States that offer a obtain bachelor's degrees
bachelor's degree in radio- in unrelated fields.
logic sciences; UCF is one
- "They could get a bachof them.
elor's _d egre~ in education
"The United States is or in administration ... put
one of the only industrial- it would not be specifically,
ized nations in the world in radiological science,"
who does not · already said Darcie. Nethery, edurequire at least a bachelor's cation coordinator for the
degree for all tho.se -per- Halifax Health radiograforming medical imaging phy program. "There are
procedures," said Susan options but it's just taking '
Gosnell, the program away from the dire<;t
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
director for UCF radiolog- option of having someone
Radiological Sciences Program Director, Susan Gosnell, speaks at the program cut meeting on July 13. Only 34 colleges in the U.S. offer bachelor's degree in the major.
ic sciences, during het stay within their · area of
cators, including myself, . surely experience _a dan- been inactive for ov~r a
speech at last week's BOT expertise, which is defi- 2006 and 2016.
As fewer programs will be retiring in the nexx' 5 gerous lack of entry-l~vel year because, since that
meeting. "The fact that the nitely an advantage for our
AS degree is considered future educators and man- offering advanced degrees to 7 years and without radi- technologists, specifically program director retired
acceptable for entry into · agers." .
remain and the field con- ologic technologists with leadership within medical last year, they have not
this profession is in no way
According to the U.S. tinues to grow, many in the . the required degrees, pro- imaging," Gosnell said. been able to rmd a single
an indication that it is Bureau of Labor Statistics, field expect a shortage in grams will close, leaving "Radiological science edu- qualified person to fill that
appropriate." ·
employment in radiologic ' those qualified to manage our field with a shortage of cators are rapidly aging · position."
•·
· While
a
two-year technology is expected to and educate future radiolo- technologists."
out:'
Employers in the area
degree is acceptable in grow faster than average.
gists.
Gosnell made similar
And a similar problem also take in quality of the
order to rmd a job as a.radiIn her letter to Presi- remarks
when
she has already occurred with- radiologic sciences BS into
The Bureau of Labor
ology technologist, in Statistics Web site said dent Hitt, handed out dur- addressed the Board
in the radiation therapy account when hiring.
order to become a manag- they expect a growth of 15 . ing the BOT meeting on
"The program at UCF field, she said
"The reason why I got
er or educator in the. field, percent in the field in the July 13, Nethery wrote, must be maintained and
''Thirteen years ago, the job. I have today is
a higher-level degree is 10-year period between "Many of our current edu- even expanded or we will . UCF eliminated the thera- because of the degree I got
py track of the radiological from UCF," Vanlandingsciences program," Gos- ham said. "Th~y have a
nell said. "It was also the great reputation in terms of
only BS degree program in the pass rate."
the state. Today, there are
Gosnell sunimed up the
only three radiation thera- problem students will face
py programs remaining in if this program is eliminatJUSTIN SANEK
nothing left."
Florida.
ed: "How does one aspire
Contributing Writer
Although
Actuarial
"The'most well-respect- to earn a master's or doc. Science is a small proed ofthese, at Halifax Med- torate degree when there is
It came as · a shock gram at UCF, it has been a
ical Center, affiliated. with no opportunity to earn a
• when
sophomore highly successful one.
Daytona State College, has bachelor's?"
Heather Green checked
Actuaries are in very
her e-mail June 4.
high demand and comAlong with the usual mand a high starting
., Facebook notifications, salary.
there was an e-mail in her
According to the U.S.
inbox from the office of Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the dean of the College of. the average starting salary
, . Sciences.
for actuaries in 2007 was
The e-mail told her $53,754.
that her major, actuarial
Graduates of UCF's
sciences, was scheduled actuarial
sciences
· -., to be eliminated within program have enjoyed a
the next two years along near 100 percent employwith its sister program, ment in their field
• statistics.
·
Unfortunately, the high
"I was upset," Green demand for actuaries is
said "That was my major, one of the factors that led
and I had just rmished to its consideration for
""' signing up for classes, elimination..
which were now worthThe major includes
less."
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
· se~eral program-specific
The program cuts are classes that are t;mght by James H. Gilkseon, professor offinance, speaks at the program cut rally on July 13.
• aimed at solving UCF's professional actuaries.
$17 million ·budget deficit
This benefits the stu- few options.
for the 2011-12 school year. dents by giving them
She said she thought
As part of the plan, insight to the real experi- about transferring to
eliminating the statistics ences they will face in Florida State University
and actuarial science pro- their intended career, but - the only other major
grams would save the uni- it creates a staffmg prob- university in the state to
.• versity $1.9 million. At the lem.
offer a bachelor's in
same time, the cuts would
· ''Given
the
high actuarial science - but
affect 14 faculty members, demand and low supply she was reluctant to do
two staff members and for individuals With these that. Her mother was a
•
150 students, including skills it has been expen- graduate of UCF's math
Green.
sive to hire actuarial program, and her family
Students affected by science faculty, and it has lives just 20.minutes away.
the cut are given three been difficult to retain Also, she would lose the
0
chQices. If they can com- them for an extended scholarships she has with
plete their degree by the period of time," said UCF.
en_d · of spring 2011, they David Nickerson, chair of
She. and her parents
• can do so ·and graduate the Department of Statis- decided that transferring
normally.
. tics & Actuarial Sciences, was too difficult rmancialBut if they cannot in a statement.
ly and logistically.
make the deadline, they ·
But on July 10, the uni"I'm upset," Green
.. are ,faced with either try- versity announced that it said. ''.Actuarial science
ing to make their credits. had changed 'its mind was the only reason ·1
fit into another degree about some of the intend- picked this school
• program at t)CF or trans- ed cuts.
"If I had known this a
ferring to another school
It announced that it year and a half ago I could
Green has just com- would restructure the have applied to a lot more
plete~ her first year so fin- statistics ·
department places and worked on get• - ishing by 2011 is oµt of the instead of eliminating it. ting scholarships for other
question.
However, it would still be schools that wouldn't get
Because
actuarial suspending the actuarial rid of the program and I
sciences is an intensive science program after the could stay at for four
program, she had already spring 2011 semester.
years."
taken five classes toward
Suspending actuarial
- For the time being,
the degree. Most of those science carries all the con- Green is looking into
,, classes
are
not sequences of deleting the switching to a major in
transferable to other pro- program.
statistics, sociology or
grams.
The only difference is criminal justice.
"When I first saw that it would be a little
She said there is a good
• actuarial sciences was · easier to bring it back in chance that with her
getting cut, my initial the future if there was schedule she could take
. Expert. local. Affordable.
reaction was 'Oh, I'll just enough
money
and five or she years to graduswitch to statistics,'" demand for it.
ate.
• Green said. ''.And then I
However,
Provost
''Now I have to decide
learned I couldn't do that.
Terry Hickey cautioned if I want a different
"Statistics was my that the immediate-effect career," Green said. "I
,ww.testprep.,cf.edu
• minor, which meant my on students would be the have
to
completely
407 .882. T£ST
backup
plan · was same.
change my idea of what
destroyed as well. I, had
This leaves Green with my future will be."
Onlihe Editor
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Contest emphasizes environment, Community
FROM

Al

the Primm Valley Resort
and Conference Center and
a dry riverbed clean up.
''We won't be wearing
the crowns when we plant
the trees," Schamber said
while laughing.
The pageant requires
each conte.stant to have a
specific
environmental
platform.
Schamber's official platform is Clean the World, a
non-profit organization
that was founded in February.
CTW collects used soap,
shampoo and conditioner
from hotels. It is then recycled and distributed to
Third World countries..
"What we do reduces
death from acute respiratory illness and diarrheal disease, which are the number
one and number third
killers of children worldwide," said Shawn Seipler,
executive director of Clean
the World.
.
Distributing the soap
and teaching children how
to properly wash their
hands can reduce death up
. to 65 percent, Seipler said.
"We are very impressed
with what Jolie has done so
far,'l Seipler said. "She lets
folks lmow that these diseases are deadly and that
there is a company who is
doing something about it."
.Schamber
attends
speaking engagements on
behalf of the organization
in an attempt to create partnerships between the
organization and businesses.
"Over the summer, I
worked with hotels in Daytona to get them linked
with Clean the World,"
Schamber said.
Schamber convinced
Ocean Waters to partner
with CTW to recycle soap, ·
shampoo and conditioner
from 23 of. its hotels and
resorts in Daytona

"It was because of her
advocacy and her promotion that Ocean Waters
became a partner," Seipler
said.
While the pageant's
main focus is on the enviit
still
ronment,
incorporates the traditional
categories of pageants,
including the swimsuit and
evening
gown
competitions.
"What does a swimsuit
competition have to do
with recycling?" said April
Phillips, former beauty pageant contestant.
Phillips, ·31, competed in
pageants in high school
"Sometimes the focus
can be shifted to the more
glamorous parts," Phillips
said "But if she can use her
pageantry to do positive
things; that is great"
Schamber's
focus
remains on her cause
though.
''What's really important
to me is being able to pair
· up with Clean the World,"
Schamber said. "I hope that
I'm able to bring them
national attention because
it is something very close to
my heart."
Her dedication to the
environment does not just
include the beauty pageant.
"I don't think I've ever
done so much with a title
before," Schamber said.
Schamper
recently
attended Eco-'Fest in
Miami, Central Florida
Earth Day and the Baldwin
Park Green Fest
She plans to merge her
environmental
support
with her future political
career.
"I plan on pushing for
environment legislation in
the Senate," Schamber said. .
Her future goals include
attending graduate school, ·
becoming a United Nations
good-will ambassador and
then running for office.
COURTESY JOUESCHAMBER
"It is definitely a lifeBuccaneers and owner of 47 dothing, at his store's charity fashion show in Orlando in May.
long thing," Schamber said Jolie Schamber stands with Jeff Faine, the center. for the Tampa Bay
.

How Do IText
UCFNEWS to 44636?
'Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

f

Grab your cell phone.

Select messages on your
main menu
Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

4

S~nd this message to 44636
• (41NFO).
Reply A and begin receiving

news alerts about UCF!
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Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636 . For a list of other info you can get on your cell,text MENU to 44636. No~ you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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Students participate-in summer internships

•

MICHELLE DENDY

full-time undergraduate or
science major, is interning at beauty products, attending D.C. area.
In order to save money graduate • students, have
a criminal defense law firm events and blogging for the
while interning, Booher completed at least 20 degree
in Washington, D.C.
Teen Vogue Web site. .
When summer rolls
Although it is not
''This is definitely somechose to intern at a firm that hours, be able to work two
around, mos~ students pic- Singer's :first internship, she thing I want to do as my was close to her hometown.
consecutive
semesters
ture three months of no said this internship has career;' Harris said "I knew
- before graduation and main"As far as no payment school and relaxing on the given her a lot more respon- I always wanted to work in - it's hard with the economy tain a 2.0 grade point averbeach.
.
sibility and hands-on experi- the fashion industry, and especially if you have to age.
But for students like Jes- ence tpan past internships.
"Even with an economy
after having experience work, go to school full time
sica Booher, a senior adverapd ·intern; It's exhausting," that has a much higher than
"This i,nternship is much working at a magazine I
tising and public relations - more involved than iny know that' this is what I want Booher said "So I opted to natural unemployment rate,
major, the summer is the other -one," Singer 'said. "I to do.'~
live on a budget with my internships were relatively
season for internships and not only have my internship
With the state of the parents' allowance and be a easy to find:' said Michael
an opportunity to gain expe- every day from 9 to 5, but economy; quality intern- full-time student and intern Fontanez, a senior economrience in their desired work also a class once a week and ships are hard to find, espe- only. Having an internship in ics major.
field
Miami - my hometown Fontanez interns with
a lecture series every Mon- cially those t:mit are paid
. "Iriterning for a public day."
"It was sort of difficult to had made it easier because I
Commercial 'frainings Solurelations firm, which is
tions LLC.on.Research ParkSome of Singer's intern- find an internship," Singer save money living at home.''
smaller than a corporate ship duties include perform- said. "I got the internship
Harris sent her applica- . way, where he works in the
firm, is beneficial," Booher ing legal research and draft ~ough the Washington tion directly to the beauty marketing and industry
said. "I have interned for
department
researching
motj.ons, attending court on Center, where I was quickly editor. She was then asked to
PR corporation and didn't a daily basis, assisting the - accepted to, but getting be interviewed and was possible business partnerenjoy it as much as a firm. A
on the ships.that will benefit from
attorneys with hearing and placed through them was .offered the internship
.
firm is smaller, with specific trial preparation and com- difficult because they made spot.
virtual simulation training.
.
niche clients and you're municating regularly with it very vague what internIf students aren't able to
"This internship allows
closer with coworkers."
. ships required . of their find an. internship on their me to use concepts and
clients.
Booher is interning at
own, UCF offers assistance
research methods learned in
Kristin Harris, a junior interns.
Cece Feinberg Public Rela- advertising and public relamy college career as an ·
."Basically my resume cir- through Career Services and
tions, a fashion-based public tions major, also toQk the culated to hundreds of Experiential_
Learning, economics major, . apply ·
relations firm based in opportunity to intern out- places looking for interns UCF's co-op and internship them to real-life situations
Miami
When
Booher side of Orlando. ·
and find ways that we can
and the ones that wanted me program.
graduates in December, she
The co-op internship use this data to produce
She has paid internship would call and interview me
will have had five intern- with beauty director Eva sep~tely."
program is an academic pro- sales and profits:' Fontanez
ships throughout college.
The Washjngton Center gram in which students gain said
Chen at Teen Vogue in New
Other UCF students York City. Her job duties
is a non-profit organization experience in major or
Fontanez is interning for
have also opted for intern- include organizing tq.e beau- that places students in career-related, professional academic credit, but also
ships outside of Orlando.
programs work environments. To be receives . commission for
ty
closet,
researching internship
Sara Singer, a political upcoming stories, testing throughout the Washington eligible, students must be sales that he makes with

,

Contributing Writer

•

a

')

a

)

.

'

future clients. Fontanez
used the co-op/internship
Web site's online database to
find his internship listing.
"UCF's
coop/experiential
learning
makes it easy for students to
find and apply for internships that relate to their field
of' interest and their needs;'
Fontanez said
'
Kyle Carpenter, a junior
aerospace
engineering
major also used UCF's
internship services to obtain
his internship at Lockheed
Martin through the UCF
cooperative
work
experience
Lockheed
Martin program.
Through this program, ·
Carpenter works at Lockheed Martin part time for
two semesters assisting
team leaders in everyday
tasks. Carpenter is paid
approximately $17 an hour
and hopes to keep the
internship throughout college.
"It is great for me
because I am an aerospace
engineering major, and
Lockheed Martin is known
for its partnerships with
companies like NASA, Boeing, Raytheon, _e t cetera,"
Carpenter said

'

Cronkite remembered as 'honorable' and 'an icon'

;

FRAZIER MOORE
Associated Press

.

'

•

•

,

·•

with the role even outside
the U.S, in Sweden
anchors were sometimes
termed Kron.kiters; in Holland, they were Cron.kiters.
"Walter Cronkite was
and always will be the gold
standard," said ABC News
anchor Charles Gibson.
"His objectivity, his evenhandedness, his news judgment are all' great examples.''
CBS' prime-time special, That's the Way it Was:

darkest clouds,'' he said,
and concluded, "We are
mired in stalemate.''
After the broadcast,
President Lyndon B. Johnson reportedly said, "If I've
lost Cronkite, I've lost middle America"
He also helped broker
the 1977 invitation that took
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat to Jerusalem, the
breakthrough to Egypt's
peace-treaty with Israel
Off camera, his stamina
and admittedly demanding
ways brought him the nickname "Old lronpants." But
to viewers, he was ''Uncle
Walter;• with his jowls and
grainy baritone, his warm,

NEW YORK The
death of Walter Cronkite
elicited tributes from col, leagues, presidents past
and present, world-famous
astronauts and those who
hoped in vain to fill his
empty . anchor chair, all
honoring the avuncular
face of TV journalism who
became the "most trusted
man in America"
Cronkite died with his Remembering
Walter
family by his side Frid_ay Cronkite, aired .at 7 p.m.
night at his Manhattan . yesterday.
home after· a long illness,
"He was a great ·broadCBS vice president Linda caster .and a gentleman
Mason said Marlene Adler, whose experience, honCronkite's chief of ~taff, esty; professionalism and direct expression -and his
said Cronkite died of cere- style defined the role of trim mustache.
brovascular disease. He anchor and commentator,"
When he summed up
was 92.
· CBS Corp. chief executive the news each evening by
"It's hard to imagine a · Leslie Moonves said in a
stating, ''.And THAT's the
man for whom I had more statement.
way it is,'' millions agreed
admiration," Mike Wallace
A former wire service His reputation survived
of 60Mmutes said on CNN. reporter and war corre- · accusations of bias by
"... He was . a superb spondent, Cronkite valued Richard Nixon's vice presireporter and honorable accuracy, objectivity and dent, Spiro Agnew, and
man."
understated compassion. being labeled a "pinko" in
Cronkite was the face of He expressed liberal views · the tirades of a fictional
the "CBS Evening News" in more recent writings but icon, Archie Buriker of
from 1962 to 1981, when sto- said he had always aimed CBS's All in the Family.
ries ranged from the assas- to be fair and professional
Polls in 1972 and 1974
sinations of President John in his judgments on the air. pronounced Cronkite the
F. Kennedy and the' Rev:
But when Cronkite took "most trusted man hi
Martin Luther King Jr. to sides, he helped shape the America" Like fellow Midracial and anti-war riots, times. After the 1968 Tet westerner Johnny Carson,.
Watergate and the Iranian offensive, he visited Viet- Cronkite
seemed
to
hostage crisis.
nam and wrote and narrat- embody the nation's mainIt was Cronkite who ed a "sp~ct_tlative, person- stream. When he broke
read the bulletins coming al" report advocating down as he announced
from
Dallas
when negotiations leading to the Kennedy's dea~ removing
Kennedy was shot Nov. 22, , withdrawal of American his glasses and fighting
1963, interrupting a live troops.
back tears, the times ,
CBS-TV broadcast of a
"We have been too seemed to break down
soap opera
often disappointed by the with him.
"Walter wa.s who I
optin)ism of the American
Cronkite was the top
wanted to be when I grew leaders, both in Vietnam newsman during the peak
up;~ said CBS's- Face the and Washington, to have era for the networks, when
Nation host Bob' Schieffer, faith any longer in the sil- . the nightly broadcasts
72, who began working at - ver linings they find in the grew to a half-hour and 24CBS News in 1969.
"He set a standard for
'lJle-lMted maa ltl Aaatca'
all of us. He made television news what it became.''
<:ran.kite died just three
Thtl l~an<Jary anchor of the ~cs.s Ev11nlng
days befoi:~ the 40th
New•" lamou11/y r'1portsd on MJmB of thfl
blfJ{Jdllt 11tcrln cf th• 20th c.ntury,
anniversary of the moon
landing, another earthEarlJyea,s
Sorn 1916, St, Joseph, Mo,;
shaking moment of history
gr.w up t,, Houston; ,,aw he wanted
linked inexorably with his
to oe • journan.t at age 13
reporting.
. Educu,tJon Attendod the Unlvef.ity
ofTeus at Austin, 1~35 .
"He had a passion for
human space exploration,
an enthusiasm that was . 1n740 Joined the United PtffS
wire Hrvice; became one ot the
· contagious, and the trust of
top C O f ( H ~ of World War II
his audience. He will be
1~.Asked by Edward A,
missed," astronaut Neil - Murrow to join CBS; ho9ted the
1"3 Read the bulletln with a
Hriff "You Are The,.., and "The
quavering v~ that Pr. .ldent
Annstrongsaid
r
Twentlefl1 Century"
Kennedy l1ad been UIIQelnated
President
Barack
1NU1 ~ d Douglas Edwafds
1H8 After a reporting tour of ·
Obama issued a statement
u ~ ot the •css &enlng Hewe" vJetn.-m, told viewer• the United
1 ~Hosted PSS'• N.w·
Stal" •hOYld withdraw
saying that Cronkite set the
Vear• &e broadcast of the Vienna
1tH On the air for 27
standard by which all·other
Ph011armonlc; doc/JmentaflH for
of the 30 hour• that Apollo XI
news anchors have been
PSS, OtKovery Channel
took to complete II• ml..ion
judged, echoing senti819 nenttl he ooverH Kennedy atUfflna!Jons, cMI rights movement,
ments from fonner PresiMartin Luther King ......ination, Vietnam War, Arat>-1.,aell Six Oay War,
Camp Oavld peace 8"0l'd•; U,S. epace program; Watergate scandal
dents George W. Bush and
Jimmy Carter.
"He invited us to believe
in him, and he never let us
down," Obama said ''This
. country has lost an icon
and a dear friend, and he
will be truly lllUtSed."
Cronkite was the broadcaster to whom the title
~ Air /lorotl . . ., 16#:
Ct011kltt1 trlH our IIM' dH/gNld to 11mu/Att1 w11l1tlng
"anchorman" was first
In rtlduotl_d gr11vlty ,uch •• on fh• moor,,
applied; and his name was
MilM!ml qi Brit#dcAtl ~
. m11n.oom, NAIA, I.IDt•ry of eq,..., MOT
at one point s~onymous
°'~""~·.M\,Itoivi.,
.
'.
' ~--

_Walter Cronkite

career .

•
•
•

,

=~

.

'

hour cable and the Internet
were still well in the future.
In the fall ofl972, responding
to reports in The Washington
Post, Cronkite aired a twopart series on Watergate that
helped ensure national attention to the then-emerging
·scandal.
As many as 18 million
households tuned in to
Cronkite's top-rated program
each evening. Twice that
number watched his :final
show, on March 6, 1981, compared with fewer than 10 million in 2005 for the departure
of Dan Rather.

MICHAEL CAUJ.FIELO / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Veteran newsman Walter Cronkite acknowledges a standing ovation from the
audience at the 18th annual CableACE Awards show in Los Angeles. Famed CBS News
anchor Walter Cronkite, known as the 'most trusted man in A~erica:

2
MINUTES
COULD CHANGE YOUR
ENTIRE YEAR
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ALBERTO CONTADOR EXTENDS
HIS TOUR DE FRANCE LEAD
VERBIER, Switzerland - Lance
Armstrong all but conceded the Tour de
France on Sunday to his teammate and
rival Alberto Contador after the
Spaniard blew away the pack and
seized the yellow jersey as the race
entered the Alps.
"As far as I'm concerned, I'm happy to
be a dBmestique;' Armstrong said,
using French cycling jargon for a
backup rider. "I'm proud of him:'
The seven-time Tour champion
moved up from fourth to second in the
standings but lost time to his Astana
teammate, whom he now trails by 1
minute, 37 seconds.
Contador, the 2007Tour champ, basked in the support from the Texan.
"Lance Armstrong was my idol, but
dropping him today wasn't important
- he was just like any other rider....
It's an honor for me to have him
working for me/he told reporters
through a translato~.
The 26-year-old Spaniard broke away
from other pre-race favorites with 3.5
miles left in the 128.9-mile ride from
Pontarlier, France to the Swiss ski resort
ofVerbier - and,he kept extending
his lead to the finish.

...

NCAA game release
draws fans, students
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

SOUTH FLORIDA KICKER FALLS
WHILE WORKING AT RIDE
TAMPA - AUniversity of South
Florida football player was recovering ar
a hospital after falling 35 feet from a
gondola ride while working at Busch
Gardens in Tampa, team officials said.
Team officials identified the player as
Maikon Bonani, 20, llSF's starting
kicker. The park did not immediately
release the employee's name or the
extent of his injuries, said
spokeswoman Jill Revelle.
The employee was working Saturday
at the Skyride anraction. After sending
passengers on a gondola out of the
station, the employee thought the door
might be unlocked and held.onto the
door to check it while guests sat on the
ride, according io a park statement. He
held on as the gondola took off then 35 feet above the ground ~ let
go and dropped into a l~ndscaped area,
the statement added.
"He was trying to make sure they
were safe;' said Revelle of those on the
ride. She added that no one else was
injured.

HOLTZ, COPPER HEADLINE
COLLEGE HALL OF FAME CLASS
SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Lou Holtz and
John Cooper were enshrined into the
College Football Hall of Fame on
Saturday night wishing they had
another tea_m to lead out on the field.
"I would love to get back coaching. I
miss coaching. I miss the competition. I
miss game day;' said Cooper, who
coached at Ohio St,1te, Arizona State
and Tulsa. "I don't miss compliance and
academics and recruiting'.'
Holtz couldn't speak much louder
than a whisper after coa~hing a group
offormer Notre Dame players for three
days as they practiced for an exhibition
game in Japan. He still.sounded like his
old self, though, hardly giving his team ·
a chance against the Japanese.
"If Rudy came back he would be our
star;' Holtz said of the school's most
famous walk-on. "And Charlie Weis runs
faster than any running back we have:'
Jim Donnan, who coached at
Marshall and Georgia, poked at Holtz
for choosing an overseas opponent.
"One thing about Lou, he knows how
to schedule;' Donnan said. "Playing the .
Japanese he has a good chance of
winning'.'
Holtz and Cooper agreed that the key
to their successful careers were great
players.
Among the others honored Saturday
were former UCLA quarterback Troy
Aikman, former Oklahoma State
tailback Thurman Thomas, former Army
quarterback Arnold Tucker and John
Cooper, who coached at Ohio State,
Arizona State and Tulsa.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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"EA Sports, it's in the game" is the
catchphrase synonymous with the EA
Sports video game label, and specifically
one of the most anticipated games other ·
than the Madden series, year in and year
out.
This year, that game, NCAA Football IO
went on sale on Tuesday.
To commemorate its release, the Future,
along with EA Sports and Play 'N Trade,
hosted a release party for the game Thursday at the Knight Library.
Throughout the bar, there were select
televisions showing snapshots of UCF
players, Knightro and Brighthouse Networks Stadium froµi the game.
Xbox 360 and Playstation 3 consoles
were .p laced around the establishment,
allowing patrons to sit down and play
among their friends.
Many of the first few users did not
· select UCF as one of the teams.
Instead it was the Miami Hurricanes
against the likes of
Georgia Bulldogs
and Ohio State Buckeyes. ·
The later match-ups would include
UCF against ~outh Florida, Boston College
and Southern Miss.
"I love it. I love everything about college
football," said Diante Reid, a senior who
was one of the first to play the game on one

~e
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ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Diante Reid sho~s off his copy of NCAA f()f)tball 7o;which he won at a release party at Knight Library on Thursday night.

of the various·televisions. "I love the g~e.
I_buy it every year."
Reid said there were several improvements made to the game, including a
smarter defense, a better AI. and a more
realistic feel to the gameplay.
Toward the end of the party, there was a
raffle to give away several copies of the ·
new game.
Among the winners was Nick Choto, a
former infielder for the UCF Baseball

team.
Choto s~d he was happy he was able to
go home with a free game. .
"It gives me another game to play at
home when I have nothing else to do,"
Choto said. "I like the sports games, and
de:finitely with the season coming up, it's
not bad."
The 2010 version of the game still has
P~EAS~ SEE
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another.perfect rim from Utah
•

.

at Marshall . last season, Oregon, but they don't
and he will help a receiv- really face much in the
Sports Editor ·
ing corps that returns way of opposition for the
Editor's note: This is the seven of eight receivers . rest of the year, and they
first in a three-part series. who had more than 10 should probably cruise to a
· fourth consecutive season
Check back Wednesday catches last year.
Be sure to watch the with at least 10 victories.
and Monday for the culmiCougars on Sept~ 12 when
nation of.the rankings.
they travel to Stillwater, No. 20: Nebraska
We are drawing near to Okla., to take on Oklahoma 2008 record: 9-4
the end of the summer, State and again on Sept. 26,
Toe Huskers have to
and what better way to when they host Texas replace their quarterbac;k
send -everyone off to their Tech.
and their top two receivers
brief respite before the fall
from last season, but
starts, than with a com- No. 23: Virginia Tech
Ndamukong Suh is back in
pletely convoluted and 2008 record: 10-4
the defensive line, and he
meaningless ranking sysTyrod Taylor is excit- is a monster.
tem?
ing, . but in his final four
Their toughest nonThat's right, there isn't starts of 2008, he threw conference contest is
1>ne.
four interceptions and one • against Virginia Tech on
So here is a premature- touchdown, and his accu- Sept. 19, and they get off
ly presumptuous presea- racy leaves much to be easy with their Big 12 slate,
son college football top 25.
playing Oklahoma, Texas
desired.
But the majority of the Tech and Baylor.
No. 25: Central Michigan
They should probably
defense is back, including
2008 record: 8-5
Stephan Virgil, who had win the Big 12 North with
Don't sleep on the six interceptions last year, ease.
Chippewas.
and Jason Worilds, who
Dan LeF(!vour, ne Tim was second in the ACC No. 19:Tennessee
Tebow lite, is back for his with.18.5 tackles for a loss.
2008 record:5-7
senior season, and it
Safety Eric Berry is
· awesome. He had seven
should be great. He has· his No.22:Pitt
interceptions last· season
two· top receivers return- 2008 record: 9-4
ing in Antonio Brown and
Yeah, the Sun Bowl loss . as a sophomore, and he
Bryan Anderson, who both w.as atrocious, and the sits 15 yards shy of the .
averaged more than 70 Panthers did lose leading NCAA record for career
receiving yards per game rusher LeSean McCoy and interception return yards.
But their pn..,i.,lems are
in 2008.
defensive leader Scott
CMU is the best team McKillop, but they will be on the offensive side of the
ball, where new head
in the MAC, which may fine .
Bill Stull will be better coach Lane Kiffin has to
not . mean much, but
expect them to give Mic;hi- behind center, and Cedric decide which of three
gan State a run for its . McGee and Oderick nun- quarterbacks will play and
how to improve an offense
money on Sept. 12 and to er return out wide.
And they play in the Big that scored 17. 3 points per
beat Boston College in
Chestnut Hill, Mass., on East, so it's not as though --game and lost its offensive
Oct. 31.
they will be facing jugger- coordinator to Bowling
.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
nauts come conference Green.
Although the Utah Utes capped off a perfect season by dismantling Alabama in the Sugar Bowl last season, don't expect a
No. 24: Houston
play.
repeat perfonnance in 2009. Utah will have to replace star quarterback Brian Johnson as well as defensive end Paul Kruger.

PADRICK BREWER

..
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2008 record: 8-5

JI

..

•

No.18:Califomia
2008 record: 9-4

No. 21: Boise State
2008 record: 12-1

The Cougars are going
to be a lot of fun to watch
this season.
Expect Case Keenum to
again have somet:Jling
close to 5,000 yards
through the air, throwing
to his usual targets.
Patrick Edwards will beback after breaking his leg

Jeremy Avery will be a
solid replacement for the
departed Ian Johnson, and
Kellen Moore is a really
good quarterback.
The Broncos have a
tough test early, when they
open their season against

The Golden Bears
aren't set on a quarterback,
but that's OK, because Jahvid Best will still be in
the backfield behind a
pretty experienced line.
California has three
seniol's and a junior in the
defensive backfield, led by

Syd'Quan Thompson, who
was one of six players with
more than one interception last season.

No. 17: Georgia
2008 record: 10-3

•

Nt?W game offers smarter defense
FROM

"

•

A~

Brad Nessler calling the
actiori with Lee Corso
and Kirk Herbstreit providing color commentary.
Joining ·the team this
year is sideline reporter
Erin Andrews.
Andrews
provides
injury reports throughout
the game including when
an injured player is ready
to return to the action.
The changes to the
game can be seen in several areas.
There is an improved
wide receiver-to-defensive back interaction as
well .as offensive line-todefensive line interaction.
Improved defensive
angles allow for better
attempts at tackling.
The overall look of the
game has nbt changed
much from last year, but
the A.I. has given the
gameplay a more realistic
· approach.
Throughout the night,
cheering was heard from
those 1:ru¼t were watching
and supporting the guys
that were playing the
game.
For every two guys
that were playing the
game, a group of supporters surrounded them following the action.
Plenty of taunting and
trash-talking took place,
adding to .the intense,
competitive nature of the
game.
Knight Library General Manager Dell Lovejoy
said it was important to
host the event and to continue it's association with
UCE
~'Because we are the
only· bar that is proudly
owned and operated by
UCF alumni, we like to
reach out to our own,
_shall I say, and we're very
open about being biased
around here at Knight
Libtary," Lovejoy said.
.But beyond just playing, the game offered an
opportunity for fans to
get some kind .of college
football action with the
r~gular season still more

.

The Bulldogs' statistical
leader at every offensive
position is gone, but that

doesn't have fans worried
about 2009.
AJ. Green is better than
Mohamed Massaquoi. and
backs Caleb King and
Richard Samuel are good
and should dampen the loss
of Knowshon Moreno.
The defense lost Asher
Allen, but Darryl Gamble
returns, as does Reshad
Jones.

No. 16: Utah ·
2008 record: 13-0
You can't get better ,
than perfect, and without
quarterback Brian Johnson
and wide receivers Freddie Brown, Bradon Godfrey and Brent Casteel, the
offense could struggle,
especially in an early season tilt with Oregon on
Sept.19.

·UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL·
CENTER
..
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am'-5pm
Open Most Holidays
Jason Holman, left, and Juan Gallo
play NCM Football 10 at Knight
Library on Thursday night.
ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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than a month away.
With it being summer,
it is the slowest time in
sports for the fans of the
gridiron.
Lovejoy said i made

sense for the release
party to take place.
'We thought this was a
good chance to get them
out here to try and boost
their spirits,'' he said.

UniversityWalldn.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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Hitt not forthcoming
with UCF budget info
President Hitt:
years. However, as
The United Faculty of
recently as last month
Florida UCF Chapter has
·we made a public
tried to have an honest
records request for the
conversation with the
latest financial information and·projected cash
administration and
Board of Trustees about
flows for UCF for the
the financial situation of ·
past fiscal year that was
UCF so we can underover on June 30, 2009,
stand the alleged need to
and.the current fiscal
cut academic programs
STANLEY SMITH
year ending on June 30,
Treasurer, on behalfof the ·
and faculty. During the
2010.
United Faculty of Florida
past year we invited the
Given the proposed
lfCF Chapter Council ·
BOT and the
layoff decisions, one
administration to particiwould expect that this
pate in a public forwn to address
information would be sitting on_
the financial situation. The BOT's
your desk. The UCF legal counsel
chief negotiator smiled and ,
responded on June 18, 2009, that
respoi;:ided, "That is not something
after double-checking with the
finance department, "the only cash
we are interested in."
projections we have are those preAccording to the latest audited
financial statement for June 30;
sented as part of the audited finan2008, there are unrestricted net
cial statements, of which were proassets of more than $140 mjJlion
vided to you last week."
that can be used for any legal purThere appears to be an inconsispose. You and/or Provost Hickey
tency between your public statehave been quoted as saying about
ments and your legal and ethical
these funds that "n:i.any of them ar~
obligation to provide this informarestricted and can't be spent."
tion. If you do have the information
Financial statements and footand will not provide it to the stakenotes are usually based on the conholders when legally requested,
cept of materiality. I have not found
then the statement by the UCF legal
any statements or footnotes that .
counsel appears to be a lie and the
relate to legal restrictions on these
UCF administration and BOT canassets. If that information is providnot be trusted. How can the stakeed in the financial statements, the:i;i.
holders ofUCF have a reasonable
please identify them. If the restricconversation about financial probtions are il.ot in the financial statelems when the BOT and
ments, please fully identify all tl).e
administration will not provide us
material legal restrictions that you
the full set of information they are
claim apply to the assets.
using to assess the problem?
'
The same audited f'iruµicial inforIt is very difficult to have any
mation indicates an annual excess
confidence in the decisions made
cash flow - cash revenues minus
by the UCF BOT and ·
cash expenses - of more than $72
administration when you and they
million. You and Provost Hickey are will not be honest and forthcoming
quoted as giving information of pro- about the financial matters of the
jected deficits about the next two
university.

Severe budget crisis
forced program cuts

•
•

tive and academic effiSince my previous
ciency as well as approcolumn in the Future, the
priate compensation for
univer$ity's financial outour talented faculty and
look has not improved~
staff members will conOn July 1, we began the ,.
tinue to be priorities.
new 2009-10 fiscal year
Despite projected ·
with a $38.3 million cut
revenue growth. we face
to our recurring s~ate
an approximately $17
budget.
million budget shortfall
Since July 2007, stateat the beginning of the
mandated cuts have
TERRY HICKEY
Provost and Executive Vice
2011-12 fiscal year when
removed $77.2 million
President UCF
our federal stimulus
from our budget, includmoney disappears. We
ing the $383 million cut.
are proposing four proThat represents a 27 pergram deletions and one suspension ·
cent cut in our recurring state supthat would help reduce that deficit,
port.
which must be addres~ed in its
To put_it another way: UCF has
entirety before July 1, 2011.
endured a budget cut of more than
In addition, an equivalent cut
$100,000 every day for the past two
will be made to all administrative
years.
Two statistics are very telling
budgets.
.
This proposal for program de~ewhen it comes to where and how
tions and a suspension was presentUCF devotes its resources during ·
ed to the Board of Trustees' Educathis historic budget crisis.
tional Programs Committee at a
. First, the university emphasizes
public meeting on July 13. The comadministrative efficiency, and we
are tops in that regard. State figures
mittee voted to recommend the
proposal to the full board, which
show UC.F spends about 30 percent
meets Thursday, July 23 for a (mal
less than the state university' avervote.
age on ;idministrative expenses
Please visit the Budget Resource
known as "indirect costs."
Center Web site at
Indirect costs measure money
www.ucf.edu/budgetformore
spent on areas not directly related
details about the proposal an~_how·
to student learning. The lower the
it will help UCF manage the budget
total, the more efficient you are.
UC:F has the lowest indirect costs in crisis.
Finally, it is only the severity of
the state at $109.70 per student credthe economic crisis that is forcing
it hour; the state average is $152.24
us to consider these actions. Elimiper student credit hour.
·
nating programs is a difficult and
Second, rewarding talented fa~painful option for the university,
ulty members with top pay is also a
university priority. I an:i. pleased that and we are sensitive to how program deletions·would affect the
The Chronicle ofHigher Education
lives of students and faculty and
survey of university salaries shows
staff members.
that UCF is a state leader in faculty
Unfortunately, the economics of
. pay. UCf full professors receive the
our situation dictated a fundamental
highest average salary in the state
system, associate professors are sec- change iµ how we managed the
budget crisis in order to best serve
ond and assistant professors are _
the majority of our students and our
third.
As we move forward, administra- university.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to )le considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submitthem online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

doing something about the budget crisis.
They would rather students lose·out than
their precious athletic scholarships and
new building construction. Not to mention
Cardiopulmonary sciences is typically a mr hitt is the highest payed university
2 year degree. You can learn it in_2 years at president in the state. I haven't seen him
a community ...ollege and then go to UCF
offer to take a pay cut despite his :willing:to finish a nursing degree. To me it seems
ness to lay off some great professors.
like a great place to cut considering how
ENTSTUDENT
small the program was for the amount of
teachers that they had.
Really? Does ENGR Tech make a profit?
The same goes for the material that stuProve it.
·
dents learn in Engineering Technology.
You can go to a community college to
ANONYMOUS
learn the same material and if you want
you can apply to UCF and go get a REAL
Finger-pointing won't fix crisis
engineering degree when you're done.

Cuts spark rally of affected students
and faculty ·

,(_)

BLANKET STATEMENTS

'Why do you take the Provost's and
President's statements at face value? Hitt
"It's like saying that every time we hire
might have said the $140 million of net .
a professor; we hire a new department
assets is restricted, but the State of Flonda
head, program director and associate dean, Auditor General's office has determined
also. It makes no sense," Gilkeson said.
these assets to be unre$tricted Also, it is a
"Really, it does not serve students well."
verifiable fact that UCF is calling for more
Gilkeson should be fired for making a
faculty (not staff) cuts than any other w:;tl.remark like that, it really demonstrates how versity if Florida except for Florida state.
stupid he is. If I make $1 per hour and I get a · It's not finger pointing to hold decisionraise to $3 per hour, I get a 300 percent
makers responsible for their decisions. 'nie
increase, although-its only a $2 raise. If
legislature made the decision to cut higher
another person makes $100/hour and gets a
ed funding, and it should be held account20 percent raise, they make $120/hour, which able for that. But the administration and
is $20 more for an hour. a lot more then the

BOT are making the decision to cut aca-

300 percent raise.the original person got!
The administration is a much, much smaller
department and employs marty less people.
Each person they hire makes a much larger
impact on the percentage growth then the
faculty; which still make up the vast majority
of ALL s ~ much more then every other
department combined

demic programs that oirectly serve students rather than other ctits other areas. If
you look at UCF's budget, you'll see many,
many nonacademic and nonessential projects and programs that get funded collectively to the tune of millions each year.
These were not even considered for cuts.·

I)

I(

CONCERNED FACULTY MEMBER

ANONYMOUS

Concerned faculty member: first off,
each one of the bond,s the university currently has, which it has money for various
things like the athletic building, parking
garages, housing, etc, require 10% of their
value to be maintained in reserves, so trying to claim the money is unrestricted is
simply untrue.
Next, the reason UCF is cutting more
faculty members now then other state uni. versities is because every single other state
university already cut their faculty last year
and previously, while UCF took other
routes to try to avoid it. now. that they _
avoided laying off a few people at a time,
they have to qo it all at once
Also, you say they're doing it rather
then cutting from other areas, but every
single bit of information shows th3:t _the
cuts are in many areas, from atpl~tics ~also
laying off employees), the administration
(taking a $3.7 million cut as mentioned in
the
article). the ox;tly ones that aren't taking
JUBAL MURRIAN
a cut are SGA, but they really can't because
of the vyay the_system is setup.

Actually your perception of engineering
technology is incorrect. I have worked in
both the microelectronics and computer
industry since the late 90's and technology
degrees are often highly sought out in the
industry. The differerice is often in the
scope of the degree, The technology
.
degrees do not have as wide of a scope as a
traditional engineering degree and are concentrated towards a certain technology or
· an engineering genre such as Information
Systems; and often deal with cutting edge
material with a mix of the tried and trued
engineering paradigms found in tradi~onal
engineering degrees. I would beg to differ
that you would be able to get an equivalent
degree at the cotnmunity college level. the
accreditation board would have a problem
· If 3000 and 4000 level classes were 'taught
at the 1000 and 2000 level that are offered
at the community college.

UCF may slash five degree pr~grams

I believe the choice to cut Engineering
Technology is a wise decision. Wh~n I was
in the program from 2001-2005, I witnessed
a Calculus 2 study buddy drop out of
Civil/Environmental Engineering to pursue the Engineering Technology course
work. Low and behold, when I returned for
Graduate work in 2009, I saw this individual ba..ck in the Atrium getting his Civil
Engineering degree. He said that he was
not able to have the conversations with his
employers because he did not complete
the course work desitfled for a Civil/Environmental Engineering professional. It just
goes to show one that if they do not want
to complete Differential Equations then
Engineering Departments cannot help
those individuals. It takes a special type of
person to study math and science and psychology and history simultaneously. This
type of person is called an engineering
alumni from UCF.

..,

.1

ANONYMOUS

Eve.-y program is a valuable one ·
I hope they reconsider before ·the full .
board meets and gives the final vote. With
some of these programs willing to _reduce
their spending to become a financial wash,
or possibly make a profit, I think the BOT
must consider this. If not, I hope we are
given an explanation as to why this option
isn't acceptable.
BRIANCERVE

"UCF's radiologic science program is
the only bachelor's program of its kind
among Florida universities, which means
the comnrunity and the state may be losing·
future qualified heath care professional$. "
Isn't this statement interesting though?
Why is this major being cut if it's the only ~
one of its kind? T.he answer is simple. This
major is typically a 2_year community colVENUS lege degree. IfUCF cuts the major, students will get the education they where
supposed to get which is 2 year degree.
Rally challenges program cuts
·To make it ~ 4 year c\egxee just means that
you add classes like history, math, bowling
Engineering technology makes a profit. and theater strrvey.
To cut it would actually lose money for the
The person I agree with here is Steve
university. I can't say much about the other · Shideler. If he can make his program. a
program but I know some of them are
wash, it shouldn't be cut.
nationally ranked. This is merely the
ANONYMOUS
administration trying to look like they are
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•
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PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEx,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue

Monday - Friday
9

a.m. - 5 p.m.

BIIRTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No 8cperience

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Tran for
ttj1 payqJ Aviation Mai1tenarce

Pla;:e ',Qt¥ ocf in rrinutesl

125

•

HELPWANTED:
Part-Time

PlrDog;jy~assx:iale
posis1ions avai. Must Love Dogs.
~

EJ<p. a µus!

L.ocarons i1 Orlardo ard Sanford
-*www.ctJg:layaftErronet***
email resune 10
i1b@oog:iayaftemoon.net

UCF!NE ORLANDO

;r.,:, FOR RENT:
~ Homes

2/2 R.J1ished Condo i1 H.nter's
Reserve.HMIIM:xld floors. VaJted
ooirgs. 2nd floor; Screened-In
Pach, stove, rnic:n:Jvval.e,
washer,ttyer ard refrigerator.
Walelfrontoounta.Pool ard Clt.b
House. Located 1/2 mie UCF.
Al utiites & internet mu::led.
$130'.lhnonth or $6f,O per rooma1e
C.. 863-a)4,601610 s::hedue a
visit. Mtess: 108 Reserve Cir.
Urit #2Xl. Riglt on Alafaya

3.25 TH Kitchen, W/u,
cU:fuuse, pool. Near UCF.

$13!xJAvai.Aug.
.Call Ronad X/5-772-65.'r"1 or

Lookirg for extra cash? Rnd it in here!
Dozens of jobs in ea::h issue.Aloo vieN all
a'ls at www.LCFnews.oomtlassified

~@belshoufh.net

CLOSE T O ~ screen
porch, open kitchen, l...RORtFMover 1700 sg fl $1495 avail 811,
Cal 10clay! Doug 407-92D-6201. .
Pla;:e ~ ocf in mnutesl
www.Krtjl1Newspaper.oomtlassifieds
ONn ~ ov.,n mobile mme
mirufes from LCF. 2 bdrm 1 bath
oentra AC & heatpevtly
furished. Nee i:ak,dean, safe.
,$8500. Pai< rent is $285 ptnth
irdLdes waler se\N8lage garbage
ard lavvn care. Ou- son
ga:tuated roN }O..I (31 savel
money loo.(388)441-7793

•
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TOllll'tnlse For Rent 2 ~ 5 Ba both
masle!s, al awfiarce$ irdl.ded. 1/2
ni. from UCF, Wfu. Avail Now.
$800,tno. C.. 407"'3106583

•

2 bedQ bath d..pex. Close 10
LCF. W/u i1d. $750mo. Cal
407-595-6062 or 407-834-8787

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700---

www.workforstudents.com

Seffirg Some!hirg? Wr1h ou- 85%
success ra!e, it's as good as 9)118! To
pla:e an ocf call 407-447-4555 or logJn
www.knig'1tnev,lspa.oomtlassifieds

Comal Pointe Luxuy Aps
1 &2 8eci'ooms Free W/u, pool,
fitness oenrer, patios.
·2300 Eron Ci'. 407-679-6001

600 Travel'

B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
B
B

BLOWOUT SALE

Room Available
East Or1anck:,. Great for slu:ient or
µofessb,al. 15 mil. from LCF.
$550tno. uti i1d. lntelnet, £NeSY
cable chamel. Garage spoo3.
Gal Fred 850-291 "'3183.

GovDeals is Hosting at Online Auction the Surplus
Assets of Florida County, City, Law Enforcement and
Educational .Agencies

Female RCXJMATE NEEDED.
House near LCF perfedfor 3-4
young 'M'.lrl'lerl. $490 irdudes al
utities e.xoeJi C3Jle. 521t ~
pool. Gri area Need one l110l8
roommales for Al.gJSt 1st MJst
be re.dy10 sg, a 6 month lease,
with one A? month deposit
Cont.:d Jan at 407-484-1834 for

I

I~GovDeal
,\_ http://FL.govdeals.com
s. C rr,
f

beaJfifu m

rouse n waterford

Lakes. Must be cleal,.nonsmoker ard no pets.
Jmet X/5-2)6.,3831

fu1herilformation.

female LCF 511.dent needed 10
share 1he 212.5 galed lcMlrrouse..
. $550 mo JlftJS $800 sea.,ity.

i1dudes cctJle ard ;,tanet. 1/2 •
eledrb. Serous stu::1en1s WY
ony. rot re.dyfor any games.
FURN,W/D, CABI.E, PVT BATH,IN 2/2 UCF10 MIN $350WO.
$100SEC,+1/2uti

STEVE 407-267-4982
Female pufessional seeking 1
dea'l, responsi)le non-srrokirg
roomnate. Share a 3"2 oonci:> at
Crest at Walerford Lakes.
Availa:lle Al.g.Jst 1st
$600tro. plus 1/2 uliilies.
Cal /lJ:bJ at 239-293-2102
vvvvvv.BackyardEconomics.com

Qiy 1 Roor:nmate needed
funished room i1 m rouse,
Oviecb, 2 nilesfrom LCF, $490 a
month irdJdes al utilities. MUST
BE CLEAN, no pets. ~
$150. Brya,.cel407-929-6598or
bra1ks99@Y<ffl().OOITI

Saturday·:· August 8 ·:· 10:(),0 a.m.
Crop Land & Timber Land
•
Offered Divided and in its Entirety •
Excellent Timber Investment
•
Prime Growth Area of Lowndes County•

Rl

Excellent Real Estate Investment Opportunity
Beautiful Potential Homesites
Zoned RA
Hardee Road Frontage

~2~!P~mi~ucti~~~oo~!!c.

800-323~8388

RowellAuctions.com

Room for rent i, 31,211.::Mirn'.luse,
1.5 mies from UCF. Female
only. E ~ indl.ded for
$475. Call 407-701-8331.
roommate waned
'MY nice neigt>orhood
m mme dose 1o carrpus
415 per month
call Adan 954-817-9660

.

Rooms &- rert in 212, 3"2 & 414
bedoom homes. $475 & 1..4>. Yad
ard Ubl lrd. 2 mies 10 UCF.
lncividlal leases. Month to month
avai. www.ForRentNearUCF.oom

•

Room for rent in m mme n
Ashi'-gk)n Park. Nel/v ard clea,,
5 mi1s from UCF. Quet
CXlIT'ITllrity, moo traffic. 1-fgr
speed i1lemet, wi'eless, ard
~ cable. $495tno uti
i1d. Call 407.ax3-0062

• Aboveground & lnground pools at
WHOLESALE PRICfNQ
• SIMPLE OIY Pool Kit A~sembly

• $AVE MONEY on All Pool Supplles
& Accessories. Ships Fast

t.::!.,, 100-2'°-~~2

.

CHEVBl.E SS 396 $47001:lue

In galed oomm.rity with pool arrl
croana Short cislance 10 UCF.
Q.ieen's master bectoom.
$475.tno. Huge balhoom, gaden
11.b, sepcrale ~ waD<..-i
cbset, cb.tlle snks.
Prmess room. Walk..-i cbset, ..
private balhoom. $395mo.
Gcrcige. Females only. No pets.
Cal 407-B40-9887
2 rooms avail. in am rouse
rooms rotfl.mshed. 13eQni1;J
Al.g.Jst Located i1 AM:!!' Park on
Dean ttw. 50lnversity. ~
ind. uti. cal 5 6 1 ~ .

by wata1ord Lakes plaza.
$550+electl'mo.W&D,cable,
wireless included. Room Is
fu'rishoo. Call Vicky 954 829

F Slb-leaser needed for a 3"2 at
Northgate Lakes! Olher 2 gins
love Disney l110'.lies ard bakrg
~ - Pleasecal (561) 374-

~I

Puzzles by Pappocom

that every row,
.
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 w ith no
····-········· ' repeats.

9

1
4

1
7

©

Fill in the grid so

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

··- ···"-''

3
2

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

-

9

-·-

-··-·······

7

CROSSWORD

exttt;6 cyl. ergi,e;autJma!K:
fra1smision;110 000 mies.For
delais contact me at
tifnewman@grncw.oom or (443)
787-0254.

F needed for a 31.2.5 townhouse

4

suldolku

·-·-·---

2

7
3 6
5 9

$I3

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

f;1

250

i¼

8

3 6
1962 Maserati 3500 GT ,$4850,®
OOllllel1i:lle, 57016 niles,manual,6
cyincler;blue oolor with lja:;k
i1teoor, rare t.dcry ht l110l8
details at!303-213-3247 oremal:
kimvemos@gnai.oom

$}9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

-

4

Rate(

RateB
$}3
$9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

2

117 West 5th St Chuu:lla '

Florida City & County
Government Surplus

Register online to bid. Call 800·613-0156 or
e-mall lnfo@govdeals.com for more lnfonnatlon

•
•
•
•

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
ForSale:General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A

5

LCF AREA- Walk 10 Classes.
1 tr. 1 ljh. 6009:1. ft $395mo.,
renovaed, $525,tno. 1 MO. FREE
RENT. (407) ~2933

F Wcl1led. 2 rooms avab:Jle i1 a

Police/Sheriff Vehicles & Confiscated Properg - Heavy
Equipment - Pickup Trucks - Cars - Buses - Computers
Furniture - Specialfy Assets - Scrap Metar
New Items Added Dally - Register Online to Bid Now!

•

A
A
B

Hat mme for rent 212 d..pex.
Realy nicel Close 10 UCF. W/D & .
cishwasher. &4)81"1:Jcd<ya'd with
patio. $950tro. Call 407-473-4377
10 schecti3 a visit.

1422.

,

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
' 300 For Sale: Homes

B
B

Luxuy Condo al the Crest
Walabtl Lakes, geat kx:ation to
many sb'esrest, 2nd 1b0r Lrit,
1138 sqft, dose 10 UCF,
2br2'alh, gym, pool, 2 WI dosels,
washer,ttyer, garbage JX:k'-P,
alam1, and waler all inducled.
$1,a:x> mo. C..: 1()7-694-0651

Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.Krtjl1Newspaper.oomtlassifieds

Selrg Soniettlirg? Wr1h our 85%
success ra!e, it's as good as gone! To
pla:e an ocf call 407-447-4555 or bg)n ·
www.krigrtnewspaper.romtlassifieds

•

Promote Cou'SeSrrat, an
eTex!book ?O'vider10 classmales
& pofessors. Earn stipend &
l:Jorl.Jsesfor msting canµ.,s
even1s. One spot leftf To awl)'
visit www.repnation.~

Career: F A A ~ progam.
Fra1cial aid if cµjfied -1-busi,g
available. GAU.Aviation Institute
of Man1Encn:e (888)349-5387.

•

200 For Rent Homes
22S For Rent Apartments

325
350
375
400
500

6

Neoessay. Tranrg Provaed.
N;Je j8 + OK 00'.)-965-6520 X 107.

•

Rate
100 HelpWanted:General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time C
175 Business Opportunities B

: ~

- RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

100

•

.

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
• 5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Mc:Mrg Sale- LG Ront-1..oa:i"g
W/u For Sale- $725 or best
ofJer. AsHey Love seat, gently
used $250. 407~--9746

QJeen slze mattress for

sale!! Used one year.
Includes rnattrBss, 1::x:>x
sprirg and frame.
$299.00
Call Bryan 561-644-4478
bglynn1CY29@yahoo,oom

ACROSS
1 Federal job
safety org.
5Gorillaand
gibbon
9_Hari
13 Prison uprising
14 Pot pie veggies
15 Early
programming
language
16 57-Across,
12-Down or
24-Down
18 Secretly stock up
on
19 Wicker furniture
maker
20 One of a crab's
grabbers
21 Gaza Strip gp.
23 TV kid "in the
middle•
26 Sch. with a
Providence
campus
27 Holy, in Le Havre
29
J~S,~her
30 Luke, to Darth
31 Ssalipndpearl or
32 Dawdling type
35 Landing site of
7/ 20/1969
40 What b ikinis
expose,
Informally
41 Informed about
42 Sit-up targelS
45 Yemen city
46 Pretentious one
47'ToeTell-Tale
Hearrauthor
48 More foamy. as
soap
51 Naval noncom:
Abbr.
52 Yoked beasts.
collectively
54 For all to hear
56 It's slightly larger
than a quart
57 16-Across Neil
61 Ogles
62 Asian desert
63 Resting on
64 Nabisco
chocolate-andcreme cookie
65 Get up.
66 Mother of
Castor and
Pollux

7/ 20/09

By Robert W. Harris

DOWN
1 "... man mouse?"
2 Girl sib
3 Wintertime drink
4 Gillette razor
5-Sleep d isorder
6 Oyster's gem
7 _ de Colo gne
8 Former fast flier,
for short
9 35-Across is on it
1o Beaded calculator
11 Bullring VIP
1216-Across Buzz
15 Sweep's milieu
17 "Drinks are_•
20 Braids
21 Sibilant "Heyl"
·22 Bert who played
a lion
24 16-Across
Michael
25 Hardy of Laurel
and Hardy
28 Apartment
payment
32 Kind of bullet that
expands on
impact
33 Got ready to fire
34 Score-producing
stats
36 Highly luminous
cosmic objects

9
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Last issue solved
37 Often-amusing
story
38 Gazpacho, e.g.
39 W ithin: P re f.
42 _ 11 , mission
celebrated in this
puzzle
43 More squarish
44 Part of a living
room set
46 Methodist, e.g.:
Abbr.
49 Poetry f~t

50 B orden

m ascot

53 Architect

~aarine n
55 R ussia's _
Mountains
57 Part of U S DA:
Abbr.
58 French king
59 Nonverbal
assent
60 Coll. student's
concern

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

All

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

July 20, 2009 • c(euttal ~oriba :future
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a campus

~iP tmer

s community

'

·

'FCA. PUSAPTS.. CO

.

/COllEGESTATION

auDIIDCWIUlll'IS_.,..,

i {888) 714--9412

..,

4 BED 4
TH U ITS - ~LK I CLOSETS·- TANNING BED - BIWARO ROOM - CYBER CAFE
XBOX A O WU CAMEROOM - FREE DVD RENTALS - PRIVATE BATHROOMS
STATE OF THE ART FITNESS CENTER - RESORT STYLE POOL
. ,
11111
12100 RENAISSANCE CT. ORLANDO. FL 32826
~'"'= 1!!!!111 .
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A MPUs n OSSINGS
.
~

•

I

,-.I

•

I

TOWNH.O ME STYLE UNITS - BILLIARD ROOM - TANNING BED - RECYC:,LING PROGRAM
DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR FITNESS CENTER - .HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM
TWO POOLS - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE

12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE, ORLANQO, FL 32817
WWW.CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ALAFAYA
,
_ _ _'V.JL..:' : _ __ _ _ _ _____J:_11- - - - - - - -- - -- - - --

•

a campus apartments community
U~
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